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"Criminal" is a Tamil/Hindi copy of the very successful Hollywood thriller "The Fugitive".n
Many scenes are exact replicas of the same film. While the main action of the film takes place

in Tehran, in Davos, in Chicago, in New York and in every town, the role of the film "Walk
the Line" in its popularity lies in its ability to make the viewer hate the police. One of the

most famous cases, when Attorney Howley found a man guilty of murder because he wasn't
serious enough about his crime - that's the Landis and Rebain case in Los Angeles in 1998.

There are now about 4,200 law-abiding criminals in the world, and almost every one of them
commits a murder or other serious crime. And almost everyone is able to do it several times.
But as long as they don't commit murder, they don't get in trouble with the law and don't need

to carry a gun. There are still a lot of criminals among ordinary killers. Alexey Trofimov, a
"bear cub" from Riga, "Master" is one of them. In prison, he became one of the few killers

who can actually count. Every person he killed had a certain amount of money, and his prison
is the only place where such a sum does not serve as insurance for him. Trofimov is called
"Output" - he not only takes people out of prisons, but also delivers them to the right place,

with or without money, and accordingly finds a common language with them. Trofimov,
apparently, became a celebrity because he is the only one in the world a murderer whom
everyone recognizes as such. With Trofimov and Alice Diaz, I lived in the same cell in a

prison in Baton Rouge in 2004. Diaz was from Dakota, and I met Trofimov in Dakota, where
he was imprisoned for the murder of a family of 6 people. He weighed about 250 pounds and

was the same height as my father, so he was one of the tallest inmates in our prison. In
addition to his height and appearance, Trofim is distinguished by a sharp mind, indifference

to food and excess weight, and the strangest thing is that his intellect and the intellect of other
prisoners in his cell sometimes formed a single whole. In addition, Trofimov was nicknamed
"The Bear Cub" - because he was really good at picking locks. He often sat quietly and gave

me time to drill - mostly to keep him company.
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